
Using apprenticeships in SME

Case:SME subcontractor in 
machinery and metal industry

R-Sarkon Oy
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Presentation Notes
PAGE 1My presentation of using apprenticeships in SME is a case study from our company.I want to highlight that this is a presentation from where you can’t universalize how things are done but you get to hear a voice from a company which have successfully used apprenticeships in its education of employees for many years.



Content of the presentation

1. R-Sarkon in numbers

2. About our machines and products

3. Educating employees through apprenticeship

4. Specialist Qualification for Machinists
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R-Sarkon in numbers

Founded in 1989

Turn over in 2014 7,5 million euros

65 machines

Around 60 employees
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MACHINES
65

machines at production

High automation level in our production

Our machines are diverse

 The capacity to lathe is from under one
millimeter up to 350 millimeter
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PAGE 4MachinesHigh automation level means also that the knowledge of technology needs to be highThis is one of the reasons for our employees to educate themselves continuously  That is the way to keep up with the development of our industryOur machines are also diverse. It means that we don’t have 65 similar machines in which you have to just study using one of them and then you can use them all. There are six different machine groups and an operator can use multiple machines at the same time. Versatility is a huge benefit in our company and this also encourages people to educate themselves.
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PAGE 5From here you can see some of our products. We produce in a year about 1500 different items and around eleven and half million products or assembled products. So this is truly just a scratch what we do in our company.



Educating employees with 
apprenticeships

We have used over 15 years
apprenticeships for training

 Level of qualification varies and you can
also choose parts of apprenticeship to 
qualify
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PAGE 6 and 7We have a long history of using apprenticeship for educating our personnel. As the level of  qualification varies it give us possibilities to pick up the most suitable qualification in different situations. For example when we educated our operators for Further Qualification for machinist it was clear to everybody that the best thing is to qualificate only partly from that. 



– Multiple apprenticeships for every level in the 
organisation
For example for management the Specialist Qualification

in Management 

Most resent qualifications:
 In R-Sarkon there are six partly qualified employees for 

Further Qualification for Machinists
Newest qualifications are Specialist Qualification for 

Machinists
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Need for educating employees
rises from different reasons:

Employee has driften to the industry and 
don’t have any previous education from the sector

Industry changes (eg bulk production transfers to low cost
countries)

 Need from the employee itself
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PAGE 8Need for educating employees rises from different reasonsWe have especially many of our oldest employees drifted to the industry. There are cooks, school drop outs and stay at home mums for example.	Expensive to start educating from the start.  Needs a lot of  instruction inside the company also. Ties a lot of resources – time and money among all.The industy changesWhen bulk production has mostly moved to low cost countries it means that we have to be more flexible than before: there comes smaller series so that the lead time of setting becomes more important, more back-up production which means that if there comes some problems with the supplier from the low cost country we need to response quickly and help our customers. And when the flexibility is a key word it means that everything must go as smoothly as possible. That is when the professional skills  are needed. Also the transformation of bulk items to low cost countries means that the product base becomes more complex. The key word for response to the change in customers need is once again in a hands of multitalented employees.Need from the employee itselfThe understanding of the importance of keeping up your own skills and increase your knowledge has risen especially  after 2009 when there came global uncertainty because of the economic situation.



Eight of our employees started the apprenticeship in the end of 2012
All participants were already working in R-Sarkon 5 to 15 years
The education lasted two and half years
The idea for this education came from an employee

Specialist Qualification 
for Machinists 
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PAGE 9The idea for this education came from one of our programmer and the management wanted to enable the apprenticeship to all of our programmers.Eight programmers from around 20 of total  took the challenge to learn more. 



The level of know-how arises in many levels

The understanding of business arises
 The interest to improve the processes
 Eager to get new projects and responsibility
 Skill to handle new projects and conclude them succesfully

The process of recruitement becomes needles

The benefits for the 
company 
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The benefits for the company-the level of know-how arises in many levels because the education is diverse and not only focusing on the technologyWhen the understanding of business arises it has a lot of positive impacts for the whole company



You value more of your knowledge 
 Becoming proud of your skills

You learn how much there is still to learn 
Eager to gain more information

You become harder to replace
 Secure your future

The benefits for the 
employee
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The benefits for the employeePassion for work increases Understanding the importance of maintain and increase your professional skills helps you maintain your job and opens new possibilities to new challenges also Possibility to get more salary and new responsibilities is also one of the benefitsThe effort the employer puts on to educating through apprenticeships is so high that we are more than willing to get these benefits also and keep our best employees. 



The Costs 
 The employee gets full salary

during apprenticeship from
employer
 This is a high cost with new 

employees

 The costs of education (teachers
salaries etc.) is payed from the 
Apprehenticeship office
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Other costs in apprenticeship comes from preparing and planning the education and its lessons. These takes normally time from managers.



The Bureaucracy

• The bureaucracy in apprenticeships 
is  quit low

-It is fairly easy to start new 
educations and tailor it to fit to 
company’s needs

• The Specialist qualifications requires 
at least some level of vocational 
examination and 5 years of working 
experience
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The total time from the first impulse to start the new apprenticeship is approximately three monthsLocal vocational school gives most of the education and if there is so specific demands in the need that the school can’t offer the education, the company’s representative gives the education



The Commitment

Sustainability from all parties

Many years of training along with fulltime job

Result of challenging education is higher level of drop 
outs (50%) 
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It requires sustainbility from all parties for succesful qualifications in apprenticeshipsThere has to be in some level passion to commit to long lasting education



Challenges

• The resources of the teachers 
(time)

• The knowledge of the teachers

• The resources are limited inside of 
a SME
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	- Employees background effects on the challenges he/she faces during the apprenticeships-specialist qualifications are high demanding and especially if you don’t have hardly any experience of school works and written assignments it can cause problems in qualification	That can cause a lack of interest and eventually drop out from the education	This is a two way street: what if there is a skilled employee whos only problem is difficulty to do written assignments?



The Outcome

Improved the level of professional skills 
in our company

Motivated employees through 
education

The benefits are clear compared to the 
challenges and costs
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Because the benefits are clear compared to the challenges and cost, we have a long history of using apprenticeships  in education and continue it also in the  future.



R-Sarkon Oy

Rekitie 2
FI-26510 Rauma, Finland

Tel. +358 (0)2 822 2455
Fax. +358 (0)2 822 9094
Email: 
r-sarkon@r-sarkon.fi

Remember our
website:

www.r-sarkon.fi

THANK YOU 
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